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Go Launcher - android application, which is created to customize the working environment for smartphones and tablets. The standard version is used on multiple screens at the same time. Desktops are added and removed with a touch of the appropriate symbol. By default, there are 8 icons on the desktop, but their number changes easily. Screens can be selected by flicking or
through the matrix. Reversing animation looks very aesthetically pleasing and has a customization function (8 design options- different soon to turn). There is an option to put an add-on that will record and show missed calls, new texts and emails. With the second option, the supplement is much faster and much more convenient. When you try to create a folder, you can
immediately give it a name and provide applications that will be present in it in the future. The lower Go Launcher panel is easy to configure for specific tasks. It is possible to choose programs, icons of which will be on it. At the same time, it is possible to support up to three panels that can be displayed with swipes. Flipping is customizable: vertical, horizontal, different animation
options. There is an option to sort programs by folders, it is very convenient to search. Own widgets - sometimes the deciding factor for choosing a launcher, and the subject of the review is not deprived of these useful tools. In addition to the standard, you can others liked from the built-in store. All possible app settings are manned in the Settings menu. In the same menu, they
can be saved or restored. If you're tired of your device's familiar interface, be sure to take advantage of Go Launcher. Page 2 Next Launcher on Android is the brainchild of the go Dev Team, which is known as the developers of Go Launcher EX, one of the most common launchers nowadays. In all likelihood, along with the work on the main project, the team decided to do
something completely new, unique. Here is an abundance of 3D elements. Settings are rich in different types of animation: for desktop operations and navigation in the main menu. But the most interesting are the small details, which are rarely noticed in the launchers. The user quickly fills the desk space with sharp sing-tapping taps. An equally interesting feature is to select all
icons at once with a simple grip on them. The icons can then be moved to another desktop, placed in a folder, or deleted altogether. The next Launcher has a grid, but there is not much practical need, because each icon can be placed in an arbitrary display location, and it can it's worth praising the app for its excellent optimization. The shell charges and works instantly much faster
than the same TouchWiz and Go loncher. Overall, Next Launcher is a great alternative to Google Start and other desktops. Flexibility in customization, futuristic design and speed will please owners of budget smartphones and tablets. Page 3 Nova Launcher is another Android shell, made on the basis of Ice Cream Sandwich (in the latest versions of the style Material Design), with
which you can try the clean interface of the mobile operating system. But despite this variety, they look almost the same, as everyone in a single impulse try to be similar to the popular shells from Samsung and Sony. Nova Launcher also displays a pristine clean desktop computer, as on Nexus devices (Google Start). On the other hand, the great advantage is that everything
works extremely stable and smooth, without unnecessary inconvenience, which can be caused by congested interfaces. After the first launch of the program desktop and bottom dock group most of the installed programs on folders. If some of them are not distributed correctly - there is a special item in the lower menu, which allows you to sort the elements in the surroundings. The
full version has enough functionality to customize, but still inferior to applications like Next Launcher and Go Launcher. At the same time, the launcher should be animation, as well as for the regular release of mini-updates. It is noticeable that the developers actively support their aspirations. To use its full potential, you need to download and install the Prime version and the
messaging plug-in. Page 4 Apex Launcher - launcher on android, which has gained popularity thanks to the honed interface and ease of use. This application follows the path of classic desktops, as in pure Android, but under the hood you can find a lot of interesting and useful chips. Want a desktop like on iOS? It's easy. Just go to the middle of the themes and choose any of the
thousands of options available. In addition to these, you can install backgrounds and icons, which greatly expand the ability to decorate the canvas. This customization is not limited, and among the options you can find such parameters as grid setup, indentation, scaling icons, visual effects and other interface adjustments. The user is given complete freedom to use certain features
to improve the workspace. There are still options for such useful things as fine tuning for folders, application menus, docking panels, notifications, and backups. You don't have to restart your device to apply the changes, you just need to select Apex Restart Complete with the app, you can install a special tool, Apex Notifier. It allows you to view missed call notifications, emails,
notifications, and notifications. In addition to the usual Google applications supported by the popular messenger WhatsApp.In general, Apex Launcher - a great alternative to various tweakers and decorators for smartphones and tablets. A rich selection of themes and all sorts of options will help quickly organize a comfortable desk for all tastes. Taste.
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